Your paper should be two pages in length, double-spaced. You should use Times font, size 12, with 1 or 1.25 inch margins. At some appropriate point in your paper you should parenthetically cite your source. If it’s a journal article, then it would look something like this (Green, Burnette, & Davis, 2008). Common strategies are to include the citation after the first or last sentence of the paragraph. Or you could have a sentence that starts out: According to Green, Burnette, and Davis (2008) … (or some variation of that). If your source has three or more authors, then the second time you cite the source (e.g., in a second summary paragraph), you would use only the first author’s last name like this (Green et al., 2008). If your source has only one or two authors, then your second and subsequent citations would look just like the first citation. Those are the ways to cite a source in your text. If your source is a book, then you would cite those authors instead. It’s appropriate to cite a source once per paragraph if all information in the paragraph is from the same source. Once you start a new paragraph, you should cite your source again. For lots of examples, look at citations in the journal article that you’re reading! Refer to the course web site for requirements about content.

Sometimes when you summarize information from a source, you want to include information from additional sources that is summarized in the article or chapter that you’re reading. When doing this, it’s important to convey to the reader what source you’ve actually read. Importantly, you should only list on your Reference page sources
that you have read first-hand. But, if you want to reference an additional source in your
text, you could write something like this: According to Davis (2011), Eastwick and
Finkel (2008) found that…. In this case, the article you’ve read was written by Davis
(2011), and the Eastwick and Finkel (2008) study was described by Davis (2011). Only
Davis (2011) should appear on your Reference page.
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*The sources listed on this page should exactly match the sources that are cited in the text of your paper. If you use additional sources, including web sites, you would include all of them on this page. Any source on this page needs to be cited somewhere in your text. See the “APA Style” link on the course web site for information about how to format references from web sites or other types of sources.*